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Abstract  Many important classi cation problems are polychotomies i e  the data are organized
into K classes with K    Given an unknown function F     f    Kg representing a
polychotomy an algorithm aimed at learning this polychotomy will produce an approximation
of F  based on the knowledge of a set of pairs f	x
p
 F 	x
p


g
P
p 
 Although in the wide variety of
learning tools there exist some learning algorithms capable of handling polychotomies many of the
interesting tools were designed by nature for dichotomies 	K  
 Therefore many researchers
are compelled to use techniques to decompose a polychotomy into a series of dichotomies in order
to apply their favorite algorithms to the resolution of a general problem A decomposition method
based on errorcorrecting codes has been lately proposed and shown to be very ecient However
this decomposition is designed only on the basis of K without taking the data into account
In this paper we explore alternatives to this method still based on the fruitful idea of error
correcting codes but where the decomposition is inspired by the data at hand The eciency of
this approach both for the simplicity of the model and for the generalization is illustrated by
some numerical experiments
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  Introduction
Automated learning addresses the general problem of nding an approximation

F of an unknown func	
tion F dened from an input space  onto an output space   given a training set  fx
p
  F x
p
g
P
p 
 
 Classi cation problems are characterized by a discrete unordered output space   f      Kg
set of diseases  set of digits  set of letters  etc F is called a polychotomy of  if K   and a
dichotomy if K   A polychotomy or a dichotomy F of  provides a partition of the input space 
and for each k        K  the set F
 
k is called the class k
There is a wide variety of algorithms available in the literature to handle classication problems
They originate in dierent domains such as  statistics eg Bayesian classiers  see DH  logic eg
logical analysis of data CHI  BHI

  neural networks eg perceptron algorithm Ros  back	
propagation Wer
  articial intelligence eg decision trees BOS
  Qui While some of them
are suitable to learn polychotomies multi	layered perceptrons  decision trees  others are designed
only for dichotomies Bayesian classiers  perceptrons or logical analysis of data Since algorithms
for learning dichotomies have stronger theoretical roots and are usually better understood  it is tempt	
ing to apply them to learn polychotomies by rst decomposing the multi	class problem into a series
of problems of  classes each
Several decomposition schemes have been imagined  associating with a K classes polychotomy
F of   a series of L dichotomies of   f

       f
L
 A reconstruction method is coupled with each
decomposition scheme  its purpose being the selection of one of the K classes  given the answers of all
dichotomies for a particular input data Among the simplest decomposition schemes frequently used 
let us mention the oneperclass and the paiwise coupling  A polychotomy of K classes is decomposed
by the former method into K dichotomies  each of which separating one class from all the others 
while the latter will use KK   dichotomies  one for each pair of classes  the dichotomy for the
pair k  k

 focuses on the separation of classes k and k

  ignoring all other classes
It is worth observing that a similar principle of decompositionreconstruction is used by most of
the methods suited to learn polychotomies  however  this decomposition is implicit and is elaborated
during the learning phase  ie a posteriori On the contrary  the one	per	class or the paiwise coupling
decompositions are explicit and are designed a priori  ie without considering the training set
In this study  a decomposition scheme  explicit and a posteriori based on the training set is
developed and experimented The method is strongly inspired by the decomposition based on error	
correcting codes ECOC proposed by T Dietterich and G Bakiri DB  DB  KD  which is
explicit and a priori The latter has been proved to be very ecient  since not only does it allow the
use of powerful algorithms specialized for dichotomies to learn polychotomies  but also a signicant
improvement of the overall generalization is observed when the same type of algorithm eg C
 is
used i to learn each dichotomy of the decomposition versus ii to learn directly the polychotomy
In Section   a reexion on the common form of the function computed by the most common learn	
ing methods is suggested and the notions of decomposition and reconstruction are formally dened
The interest of an a posteriori decomposition is introduced in Section 
 and a simple algorithm is pro	
posed as well as a reconstruction technique This method is experimented and the numerical results
are reported in Section  Finally  the main advantages of an a posteriori elaboration of an expli	
cit decomposition scheme are summarized in the last section and few lines of further research are
enumerated
 Decomposition and reconstruction
In order to have a better insight of what is meant by decomposition scheme and by reconstruction 
let us analyze the general form of the function

F produced by typical learning algorithms handling
polychotomies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  General form of

F
The approximation

F of the unknown function F    f      Kg constructed by a learning al	
gorithm can in general be decomposed as follows 

F  argmax
kK
     m 
 
f 
with
 
f  

f

      

f
L
 

f
l
   R  l
th
element of the
decomposition 
m  R
L
 R
K
  linear mapping of matrix M 
R
L
R
K
 
  R
K
 R
K
  non linear mapping optional
This is obviously the form of the function yielded by a multi	layered perceptron with output
coded by grand	mother cells The

f
l
s are computed by the units of the last hidden layer M is the
matrix of connections between the last hidden layer and the output layer and  corresponds to the
component	wise application of the transfer function if any of the output units
In the case of decision tree algorithms  one

f
l
is associated with each leaf M is a f g	matrix
so that M
lk
  if and only if leaf l is labeled by class k and  is omitted One might argue that
this Form  is not natural for the function of a decision tree  since
 
f will always result in a vector
with one component set to  and all the others set to  and consequently  the role of argmax
k
is
trivial In practice however  widely used decision trees algorithms such as C
 are implemented so
that for any input x    a probability is computed for each leaf probability that input x will lead
to that leaf and these probabilities might take values other than  and  eg in the case that a test
associated with one node of the tree does not apply for x and therefore  Form  really suits the
function provided by a decision tree
   Decomposition scheme
The decomposition scheme is given by the L functions f
l
  R  l         L  such that
F  argmax
k
   m  f 
To be valid   a decomposition scheme should allow reconstruction  ie there should not be two points
x y   belonging to two dierent classes such that fx  fy Learning methods based on neural
networks or decision trees build their decomposition scheme implicitly In the case of an explicit
decomposition  tasks are assigned to f
l
  l         L  and each of them is approximated by a learning
algorithm yielding

f
l
 When a polychotomy is decomposed into dichotomies  the task of one particular
f
l
 
l
    f g consists in associating some classes with  and some others with 
Therefore  the overall decomposition scheme can be specied by a decomposition matrix D  R
L
R
K
such that
D
lk

 







 if class k is associated with  by f
l
 if class k is associated with  by f
l
 if class k does not belong to the task
of f
l
For example  the decomposition of the one	per	class and of the paiwise coupling schemes are given by
the decomposition matrices of Figure  for the case K  
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Figure  Classical decomposition matricesD
a illustrates the decomposition matrix of the oneperclass scheme while the matrix in b corresponds
to the paiwise coupling scheme
Each row corresponds to one dichotomy and each column to one class
  Reconstruction
The reconstruction consists in the function argmax
k
m Although it is not the only possible choice 
the decomposition matrix is clearly a good candidate for the linear mappingM  Indeed  if for example
f
l
 
associates class k with   and f
l
  
associates the same class with  D
l
 
k
  and D
l
  
k
  
a linear recombination of the

f
l
s which should produce a value proportional to the probability that
an input belongs to class k would naturally use a positive coecient for

f
l
 
and a negative coecient
for

f
l
  
M
l
 
k
  and M
l
  
k
  Unless otherwise specied  in what follows  M will be assumed to
be D
Note that most training methods designed to learn dichotomies will produce for each f
l
  
f g an approximation of the form

f
l
 sgn  g
l
  where g
l
   R and sgn is the sign function
sgna   if a    sgna   otherwise In this case  it is common to replace
 
f by g in   since
the latter carries more information For example  when a one	per	class scheme is used with M  D
note thatM  I   the identity matrix  leads to the same

F  and  is omitted  the usage of
 
f produces
a poor

F   since a single error

f
l
x  f
l
x produces an erroneous

F x  while with g  the function

F  argmax
k
g is likely to be more robust
 A priori decompositions
There are numerous decomposition schemes for a polychotomy of K classes into dichotomies  among
which the one	per	class and the paiwise coupling are the most natural ones If a compact decomposition
is sought  with few dichotomies  there is always a scheme with L  dlog

Ke Figure a On the
other hand  Figure b illustrates a decomposition containing all possible dichotomies based on 

classes and including all of them simultaneously Note that from the learning point of view  dichotomies
given by f   f g and f

 f are equivalent  and trivial dichotomies such that f
 
  
are not interesting Consequently  it can be easily veried that a polychotomy of K classes can be
decomposed into



K
   
K
dierent dichotomies  
K 
  of which include all the K classes
simultaneously
 The errorcorrecting code concept
In case the size of the model produced is not critical  the idea of T Dietterich and G Bakiri is that
larger decomposition schemes can be created in such a way that their redundancy is exploited to
improve the quality of the approximation For example  with the decomposition D of Figure b 
every two columns are at Hamming distance 
 from each other Therefore  if for a given x   of class
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Figure  Minimal and maximal decomposition matricesD
k  not more than one

f
l
provides an erroneous answer  the vector
 
fx  f g
L
is at Hamming
distance at most  from the k
th
column of D and at least  from any other column  and consequently 

F can output the correct answer
Thus  some robustness is added to

F by using a larger amount of dichotomies This error	correcting
ability depends on the minimal Hamming distance between two columns of the decomposition matrix
When the latter is a f g	matrix  the number of errors that can be corrected is given by

 
D
 


 
where  
D
is the minimal Hamming distance between any two columns of D It can be veried that
this error correcting property is achieved when M  D and without  As already mentioned  some
robustness can be added by replacing
 
f by g as long as the g
l
s are normalized with each other
  ECOC reconstruction
In DB  DB  KD  the authors use functions g
l
s with values in the range    expressing
probabilities  and the reconstruction is done in such a way that the class produced by

F is the one
that minimizes  among all the classes k  the distance !in the L

norm! between gx    
L
and the so	called codeword of class k This codeword is dened as a 	 vector corresponding to the
k
th
column of D where the s are replaced by s Note that such an

F is identical to the one given
in  with g
l
s centered around   with M  D and without   since
argmin
k
X
l




g
l

D
lk
 





 argmax
k
X
l
g
l
 D
lk
holds for any g
l
    and D
lk
 f g
 A priori decomposition in ECOC
In their approach  the authors of the ECOC method propose an elaboration explicit and a priori of
the matrix D They elaborate several algorithms some of them borrowed from error correcting code
theory for the construction of   matrices of K columns and a reasonable amount of rows such
that pairwise Hamming distance between columns is as large as possible Simultaneously  for each pair
of rows D
l
 
and D
l
  
  they maintain a reasonably large Hamming distance both between D
l
 
and D
l
  
and between D
l
 
and D
l
  
 This is necessary since using too similar dichotomies f
l
 
and f
l
  
would
lead to two approximations

f
l
 
and

f
l
  
strongly correlated which would not signicantly increase the
amount of information available for the reconstruction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 A posteriori decompositions
The one	per	class  the paiwise coupling and the ECOC decomposition schemes are constructed a
priori  requiring only the knowledge of the number of classes K With these methods  two classes are
gathered or opposed in a dichotomy in a systematic way  which does not depend on the proximities
of these classes in the input space If this sounds natural for one	per	class respectively for paiwise
coupling  since each dichotomy is isolating one class from all others resp from another one  it is
more problematic for the ECOC method in which each dichotomy is dened with all the classes so that
half of them selected at random are gathered and opposed to the other half Consequently  solving
each one of the dichotomies is usually not an easy task and indeed  in DB where C
 is used
to solve the dichotomies  the authors mentioned that the trees generated for each dichotomy were
conserably large  in the same order of magnitude as the single tree generated by C
 for resolving
the polychotomy directly
The following part of this paper is devoted to the investigation of solutions for the generation of
a f   g	decomposition matrix D which try to simultaneously ensure that
i the minimal distance between every two columns D
 k
 
and D
 k
  
is large 
ii the minimal variation between every two rows D
l
 
 
and D
l
  
 
is large 
iii each rowD
l 
corresponds to one dichotomy which is pertinent according to the relative positions
of the classes in 
It should be added that the distance between columns or rows is computed with a modied
Hamming distance d
H
where a  coecient never contributes to the distance 
d
H
 f   g
n
 f   g
n
 R 
d
H
a  b 
P
n
i 
d
H
a
i
  b
i
 
d
H
    and d
H
 	  
Moreover  the variation between two rows D
l
 
 
and D
l
  
 
is dened as the minimum between
d
H
D
l
 
 
 D
l
  
 
 and d
H
D
l
 
 
 D
l
  
 

 Pertinent dichotomies
This notion of pertinent dichotomy is very intuitive and can be dened as a dichotomy which is
simple to learn However  this concept is not rigorous and highly depends on the learning method
used to solve the dichotomy A more formal denition based on some metrics of  could be considered 
but here again  the choice of the metric should ideally depend on the learning method With Bayesian
classiers in mind  two points of  might be considered as close if their are close according to the
Euclidian distance However  two points  even far from each other according to the Euclidian distance 
can be considered as close according to networks based on perceptrons  or to decision trees with
multivariate splits UB  if they are linearly separable from almost all other points in 
  Elaboration of the decomposition
In the present research a quite simple approach has been chosen  which does not depend on the
learning method used for the dichotomies Matrix D is constructed row by row in a greedy way
according to the following algorithm
 D is a matrix of  rows and K columns and S is a set of pairs of classes initialized to 
 If there exist some pairs of classes 	k
 
 k
  

 not in S and with a minimal distance d
H
	D
 k
 
D
 k
  

 select
one of them at random otherwise STOP
 Set S  S  f	k
 
 k
  

g and construct a dichotomy h associating class k
 
with  class k
  
with  and
ignoring all other classes
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 Based on the training samples use any algorithm to learn h and produce an approximation

h
 Using the training samples test

h for all classes other than k
 
and k
  
and modify h as follows If the
rate of points of a class associated with  	resp 
 is larger than  	e g    
 add this class as
a positive 	resp negative class
 to the dichotomy h
 If the variation between the modi ed dichotomy h and any other dichotomy associated with a row of
D is less than  go to 
 Introduce the f gvector de ning the modi ed dichotomy h as a new row in D
 If the minimal distance d
H
between any two columns of D is at least  STOP otherwise go to 
As such  this algorithm contains  parameters    and  which still have to be specied The
parameter   


   is inuencing the rate of s in D The second parameter  in Step  is a lower
bound on the minimal variation tolerated between two dichotomies The last parameter  in Step 
species the targeted minimal distance d
H
between two columns of D The last two parameters are
typically small integers The exact choices made for these three parameters are detailed in Section 
If the number of classes is small 
  it might happen that the above algorithm terminates at the
STOP of Step  and that  is not reached  especially if  is too big However  it should be observed
that if    and if no zeros are allowed in D  


  a  of  can always be reached In order
to ensure that    can be reached for arbitrary    the distance d
H
used to measure the variation
between two rows of D must be replaced by another distance eg the distance d

induced by the
norm L

 accepting more dichotomies in Step  It is worth observing that if d

is chosen to compare
the rows and if         the above algorithm will generate the decomposition matrix of the
paiwise coupling scheme
At this point it should be emphasized that after the class distribution has been found for each
dichotomy h in matrix D  a new approximation

h is produced by retraining the associated classier
using the data of all the participating classes
Clearly  this method does not depend on the algorithm used to learn each dichotomy since the
latter is designed according to the method at hand As a by	product of this key property  the method
can handle any combination of learning algorithms of various nature Indeed  at each iteration of the
above algorithm a dierent learning method can be considered  as long as for any row D
l 
  the learning
method used for the computation of

f
l
will be the same as the one involved in the construction of
the corresponding dichotomy The method will even take advantage of such a mixture of learning
algorithms since this is likely to increase the diversity of the dichotomies selected
Moreover  if two dierent learning methods involved in this construction are such that they will
very likely produce two quite dierent approximations

f of an arbitrary function f   it is harmless to
have two similar dichotomies in the nal decomposition as long as they are associated with each of
these two methods The test in Step  can then be modied so that the variation between a pair of
dichotomies based on these two methods will be considered in a less discriminative way The obvious
benet of such a variation of the method is that it gives access to decompositions involving a larger
amount of pertinent dichotomies  thus allowing larger  s
 Reconstruction
In the present study  the learning algorithm used to approximate the dichotomies were yielded

f
l
of
the form sgn  g
l
and normalized such that g      The function

F was thus based on g
instead of
 
f  

F  argmax
kK
m  g
As mentioned in Section   D is a reasonable choice for M  However  whenever D contains some
zeros and if their cardinalities in each column are not balanced  the choice M  D produces a bias
towards the classes corresponding to columns with few zeros  since their scalar products with gx
will tend to be larger than the others Therefore  the followingM has been preferred 
M
lk

D
lk
P
l
 
jD
l
 
k
j

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 Numerical experiments
The main purpose of this bench of experiments was to demonstrate that the decomposition resulting
from the ECOC approach can be replaced by other decompositions into the same number of dicho	
tomies  but with easier ones approximated by simpler models  without a signicant degradation of
the overall generalization Since the aim was not to push the generalization performance as far as
possible  only decompositions involving a reasonable number of dichotomies were studied
The experiments were carried out on some standard polychotomic databases available at the Irvine
repository of machine learning databases MA
  namely glass  letter  audiology and soybean
Database examples 	P 
 classes 	K

glass  
letter  
audiology  
soybean  
Table  Database characteristics
All the experiments were based on release  of C
 Qui and the generalization results obtained
are also compared with the ones given by C
 applied directly to the polychotomy and with the results
of the ECOC method This same method was used for all experiments reported in DB  moreover 
the number of nodes of a decision tree provides a relevant measure of the complexity of the function
computed by the tree Each time the C
 classier was used  either for polychotomy or for dichotomy
solving  only the pruned trees were considered In order to make comparisons with the algorithm
proposed in DB as fair as possible  not only the numbers of dichotomies were always identical 
unless specied dierently  but also  was set to


so that D has no zeros
The tests involved  replications In each replication  the random 	folding technique was applied
to the total number of examples available in the database  with class distribution being respected in
each of the  folds Generalization results are presented on Table  The fold crossvalidated paired t
test described in Die was used to check for signicant dierences of means The symbols  in the
table mean that the two concerned error rates are equal with probability   All other dierences
are signicant
Pertinent C
dichotomies ECOC multiclass
Database mean std mean std mean std
glass      
letter      
audiology        
soybean      
Table  Average percentage and standard deviation of the misclassication on the test set
The reduction in the total decision tree sizes is illustrated in Table 
Table 
 shows the average number of dichotomies generated over the  experiments as well as the
averages of the minimal dichotomy variations and class dierences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Pertinent C
Database dichotomies ECOC multiclass
glass   
letter   
audiology   
soybean   
Table  Average total decision tree sizes
Pertinent
dichotomies ECOC
Database L   L  
glass      
letter      
audiology      
soybean      
Table 
 Characteristics of the decompositions
The glass database contains  classes  but one of them is empty and was thus not considered
The number of dichotomies in the ECOC method is a user	dened parameter in case the number of
classes is   For a small number of classes the algorithm automatically sets L  
K 
   as can
be seen in Table 
 for the case of glass Note that for this database  the Euclidian distance was used
instead of d
H
  hence the larger 
The audiology database is unbalanced  since some of its classes contain a single example  which
causes the training set to occasionally have  examples of certain of those classes This explains the
 values below  in Table 
 Indeed  if two classes have no representatives in the training set  the
decomposition matrix D will have two columns of s  which cause  
D
 
It is clear from the results that the pertinent code algorithm produces low values for  and  The
explanation for this is as follows since the generated codes are pertinent  and assuming that the same
classication method is used for every dichotomy  each time a new code is obtained in Step  it will
be based on the same distribution as the previously produced codes  and will thus carry information
that has partially been presented before This constrains both the class and code separability  as well
as the amount of generated codes
 Conclusion and further research
This paper is twofold On one part  it analyzes the general form of a function which is computed by the
most common learning methods for polychotomies  such as decision trees  neural networks  one	per	
class or paiwise coupling decompositions  etc Within this form  the concepts of decomposition and
reconstruction are highlighted and clearly dissociated from each other Several ideas for improving the
classical decomposition methods arise from this analysis  such as the exploitation of the information
available in the training set for the determination of appropriate decomposition and reconstruction
In a second part  one of these possible improvements is explored and an algorithm is proposed 
 IDIAPRR  
inspired by the best known decomposition method which involves error	correcting codes The main
idea is to use the training samples in order to design a scheme of decomposition of the polychotomy
into dichotomies better suiting the data This method does not depend on the learning algorithm
used to solve the dichotomies and interestingly  it can easily handle !and even take advantage of!
the combination of various algorithms of dierent nature This characteristic is not the least one 
considering the amount of research devoted lately to the conception of hybrid systems Some numer	
ical experiments illustrate essentially that when a polychotomy is decomposed into dichotomies  the
complexity of the models built to learn each of these dichotomies can be drastically reduced when this
method is used instead of a decomposition based on blind error	correcting codes  and this is achieved
without deteriorating the overall generalization
This research is currently expended mainly along three lines First  the experiments reported here
aimed at demonstrating that the models built by the error	correcting method can be simplied without
deteriorating the generalization Experiments whose goal is to push the generalization as far as possible
are now being performed For that  decompositions involving much more dichotomies are produced 
and in a near future  the combination of dierent learning methods will be explored In a second
line of research  the greedy approach for the construction of D is replaced by a method in which a
large number of pertinent dichotomies is rst generated and then  an optimization problem is solved
in order to extract a subset of dichotomies maximizing  and  A third line of research consists
in exploring other reconstruction methods In particular  some linear methods whose matrix M is
elaborated on the basis of the training set look promising  although such approaches have to struggle
against overtting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